
There is an urgent requirement for housing in Ireland now both private & social and this building had

been standing vacant for at least 10 years.

The project was to do a complete overhaul of the building both internally & externally with all modern

energy features and private resident’s courtyard, the development is close to the town centre.

Halliday Mills
Case Study

PROJECT NAME:

Halliday Mills Apartments, 

Dundalk, Co. Louth

SYSTEM(S) INSTALLED:

Soltherm AF-P+ System,EPS70

insulation 50mm, mineral wool fire

breaks 50mm, UB, SA, MB, MA, AP

M   :

5,000

TYPE OF BUILDING:

Social Housing

SUBSTRATE

Masonary

INSTALLER: 

Greenspan

2

The building was originally developed as an apartment building of private

apartments for sale. The quality of the structure was poor and when the

construction crash occurred in 2008/9 it was never occupied and lay

abandoned for about 10 years. 

It was purchased by Louth County Council and is now developed for

social apartments. As you can see before EWI works began the building

was in very poor shape. There was a complete overhaul of the structure

internally & externally. The EWI part of the project took about 6 months in

total.

The Soltherm AF-P+ system with EPS insulation was used with mineral

wool fire breaks added horizontally and vertically between each

apartment. This safe and stable EWI system is fixed to the wall with

adhesive and mechanical fixings. The adhesive acts as a barrier against

air wall cooling and fire spreading.

The Premium Acrylic system was specified as to provide the excellent

water repellency and stain resistant properties typically associated with

pure-silicone render, but also to provide a cost-effective finish to the

client without compromise on the technical performance.

Soltherm AF-P+ is a textured acrylic-silicate-silicone render available in

over 300+ colours and provides enhanced algae and fungal growth

resistance, UV radiation resistance, lower water absorption and flexibility.

The colours used to finish the building were:

Plain white, Grey 38C, Yellow 03C and Orange 10B
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